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The Chevrolet Silverado is a range of trucks manufactured by General Motors under the
Chevrolet brand. The fourth generation of the model line was introduced for the model year. In
Mexico, heavy-duty versions of the Silverado use the Chevrolet Cheyenne name. While sharing
chassis and bodies, the model chronology of the Silverado and Sierra are different, with five
generations of the Sierra and four of the Silverado. Largely the successor to the GMT chassis,
the medium-duty Silverado is exclusive to Chevrolet, with no plans for an equivalent GMC
version. A small refresh for models was introduced in , bringing slight design changes and an
upgrade to the audio and HVAC controls. The later By the end of , a final design was chosen
and finalized for production in June at 36 months ahead of scheduled start in June Development
sign-off was issued in late , with pre-production and series production commencement in June
There are a number of models of light-duty Silverados and Sierras, including the half-ton, SS ,
and Hybrid. The light-duty trucks use the name. Three cargo beds are available: a The short box
is only available with the crew cab and extended cab. For the first year, only the regular cab and
a 3-door extended cab were available, along with the Vortec V6 , Vortec V8 , and the Vortec V8.
In , a driver's side door option became available for the extended cab, giving it four doors, and
the crew-cab body was added to the lineup in Output on the 5. The 6. The Silverado Z71 got an
optional lighter composite box, with a suspension package for towing, but lacked the
high-output engine. The C3 became the Denali for , and Quadrasteer was added. GM introduced
a reworked version of the Silverado and Sierra in , with a new front end and a slightly updated
rear end. In the Silverado received another facelift, similar to the HD version introduced in HD
models. In addition to that, Chevrolet has deleted the "Chevrolet" badge off the tailgate that was
used from to Its SUV counterparts retained the use of the pre-facelift sheetmetal. The Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety IIHS gave the Silverado an overall "marginal" score on the frontal
offset crash test for poor structural integrity and poor dummy control, although no injuries were
recorded on the dummy's body regions. It used all-wheel drive with a 3. For , the name was
changed to Sierra Denali , but the specifications remained essentially the same except for the
addition of Quadrasteer and GM changed from the 4L60E-HD to the 4L65E in conjunction with a
4. The Sierra Denali was initially equipped with Delphi 's Quadrasteer system as standard
equipment. It was a 4-wheel steering system that greatly reduced the truck's turning radius and
improved lane changing while towing. General Motors dropped Quadrasteer from the Sierra
Denali after the model year and its entire lineup after due to poor sales of this expensive option.
Launched in early , the Silverado SS is a high-performance pickup truck built by Chevrolet. It is
based on the Silverado Extended Cab with Fleetside Box and features upgrades in the drive
train and both exterior and interior appearance. It was equipped standard with the 6. This was
the same engine used for the second generation Cadillac Escalade. In , the AWD variant was
dropped and the rear wheel drive was the only driveline layout available. All the SS trucks in
both 2 wheel drive and AWD used the torsion bar style front suspension for better handling. The
truck came with several minor appearance upgrades rear spoiler, embroidered headrests,
Intimidator custom badging , but was essentially a standard Silverado SS. Of the 1, scheduled
trucks, only were made the remaining were sold as Silverado SS "classic" body style trucks
before the These trucks were only available in Black Onyx exterior but could be ordered with
cloth or leather interior. Also features [7] -. The Vortec High Output option was first introduced
in to a limited market mainly consisting of Texas and several surrounding areas ; it was
available nationwide for MY It was available for both the Chevy and GMC series trucks. This
special edition package under option code B4V included several options previously not found
on the standard model, most notably the LQ9 6. The B4V package could only be ordered on
extended cab standard box 2WD trucks. The models were equipped with the standard 10 bolt 8.
The models were upgraded with the larger 14 bolt 9. This marked the first time the LQ9 engine
was available for a two-wheel drive application. Unlike the previous years with the SS Package,
interior choices ranged from basic cloth to fully loaded. There were also more exterior color
options available with this package. In , the Vortec Max trailering package became available.
This was because the Vortec Max package was intended for max trailer towing, while the
Performance Edition was intended more for customers who wanted the Silverado SS
mechanicals without the visuals of the SS. It was also made available in addition to the
extended cab in the light-duty 4-door crew cab models. Towing capacity with the VortecMax
Trailing package was 10, pounds. Known within GM as the Parallel Hybrid Truck or PHT, it is not
actually a parallel hybrid by the current definition, but a type of micro hybrid design. The truck
uses a 5. These trucks were also purchased back from customers for more than what they were
worth in the late s. Additionally, the extra reserves of power for the accessories make this truck
well-suited to that market, where trucks often sit at idle for hours at a time. Availability was
extremely limited at first, with commercial buyers getting the first allotment. For â€”07 the truck
was generally available to retail buyers throughout North America. The HD variant was a

heavy-duty light truck. The HD had an available five-speed six-speed for â€” models Allison
transmission with the Vortec and Duramax 6. The HD models were primarily used for towing and
high-weight cargo. The Silverado HD had 5. Built as either a or HD Extended Cab Standard Box
model with two and four-wheel-drive, the Professional was the ultimate contractors truck. The
center console area provided an area to store PDAs, cell phones and laptop computers as well
as extra charging points for them and an area to hang file folders. There were also extra storage
trays and larger cupholders throughout the cab, including one temperature controlled
cupholder. The exterior featured lower body cladding, Professional badging, and a full-chrome
grille. These trucks also featured a standard bedliner, box-rail protectors, in-bed power outlet,
and many optional accessories suited to tradesmen ladder racks, toolboxes, etc. The series
came standard with the 5. Other factors, such as options, can also affect these numbers. It
features a redesigned exterior, interior, frame, and suspension as well as power increases on
certain engines. Like the GMT SUVs, these pickups also have greatly improved aerodynamics
over their predecessors like steeply raked windshields and tighter panel gaps which improve
fuel economy. Like its predecessors, the new Silverado offers buyers a choice of two-door
regular cabs, four-door extended cabs with front-opening rear doors that now open degrees
similar to the Nissan Titan and four-door crew cabs. GM also offers the trucks in the traditional
two- and four-wheel-drive configurations. For the model year, the Sierra Denali shares the same
billet grille from the other Denali models, and also has the same dash as the SUV's. The Sierra
Denali was initially the only half-ton pickup that had a 6. A new high performance 6. After
skipping the model year, with being the last for the GMT hybrid line, a two-mode hybrid model
was introduced in late as a model. It's joined by two kilowatt electric motors supplied by a
nickelâ€”metal hydride battery pack under the rear seat. On its own, the V8 is rated at
horsepower and pound-feet of torque. The unique transmission houses the electric motors
along with three different planetary gear sets and four traditional clutches. There were two dash
options offered in this model Silverado and Sierra: a luxury-inspired dash that closely mimics
the dash in their GMT SUVs, and a more traditional upright dash to make room for a passenger
seat in place of a center console. As of , GM full-size trucks were no longer sold in United States
and Canada with manual transmissions ; they were only offered in Mexico in the Silverado V6
engine and Silverado An integrated trailer brake controller , first available on the Silverado and
Sierra HD for , is now an option on series trucks. A refresh followed with all models, including
new interior door panels which moved the handle forward and added an additional cup holder
and a six-speed automatic transmission on regular cab models with the 5. The Vortec V8 was
given wider availability, now being optional on LT and SLE extended and crew cabs, completely
supplanting the light-duty Vortec V8 in the process. The new Z71 Appearance Package was
optional on LT and LTZ, it included: body-color grille and front fascia, body color door handles
and mirror caps, unique Z71 box side decals, chrome sill plates, and a unique Z71 gauge
cluster. For , the Sierra and Silverado received another refresh. Trailer sway control and hill
start assist are now standard on all models. The 8. The 6L90 6-speed automatic transmission is
standard in all Heavy Duty models. The Allison transmission is paired with the optional
Duramax V8 diesel. The front suspension incorporates new upper and lower control arms and
new torsion bars tailored to one of five different gross axle weight ratings. Upper control arms
are constructed from forged steel that is both stronger and lighter than the previous arms, while
the new lower arms are cast iron to maximize load capacity. Using a unique torsion bar for each
gross weight rating allows for better control over vehicle height, resulting in improved handling
and better alignment for reduced tire wear. These improvements allow for up to a 6, pound front
axle weight rating, allowing all 4wd trucks to accommodate a snow plow. Additional front
suspension enhancements come from new urethane bump stops, two per side. The upper
shock mount has been changed from a single stem mount to a two-bolt design to eliminate the
possibility of squeaks and thumps. The rear suspension design uses asymmetrical leaf springs
that are wider and capable of greater load handling. The design features 3-inch wide leaves,
with front and rear spring sections of different lengths to reduce the twisting that can result in
axle hop and loss of traction. The Silverado comes standard with four-wheel ABS. StabiliTrak
and side curtain airbags are optional on certain trim levels. The IIHS gave the Silverado a
"Good" score in their frontal crash test, however models equipped with or without optional side
curtain airbags received a "Poor" rating in the side impact test. LY6 Vortec 6. GM dropped the
platform and changed to K2XX. The third generation Silverado has three gas engine options: 4.
Chevrolet's MyLink touch-screen multimedia interface system will be available on most models.
A Bose premium audio system, as well as a Bose surround sound audio system will be
available on most models. OnStar will be standard on all models. Underneath, the Silverado
rides on a fully boxed high-strength steel frame with hydroforming technology ; truck cab's
frame is built with high strength steel as well. The third generation Silverado uses aluminum on

the hood, for the engine block and for the control arms in order to save mass. The truck's bed is
made of roll-formed steel instead of stamped steel used by other manufacturers in order to save
weight and gain strength. The third generation Silverado introduced the upmarket High Country
edition which includes saddle brown leather interior, which is Chevrolet's first entry into the
luxury market. A revised front end features styling cues from the s-era Chevrolet C-Series
Trucks, and, on Z models, a Z badge was added to the front grille. The first production Silverado
completed assembly on April 29, The Silverado went on sale in May as a model, with the
Silverado HD Series being available in early for the model year. On January 10, , a recall was
issued for , Silverado and Sierra pickups due to a fire risk. In the past, several independent
specialists imported and converted Silverado and GMC Sierra for Australian and
right-hand-drive markets. The HD and HD were fitted with 6. No version was offered. For the
model year, the 6. Some of these enhancements included a new OnStar telematics system with
4G LTE Wi-Fi capabilities, new wheel designs, new exterior paint color options, new exterior tow
mirror designs, a USB port added the glove compartment of trucks equipped with a front bench
seat, DURALIFE brake rotors, the availability of dual and amp alternators for models equipped
with the 6. For that year, Chevrolet introduced Special Edition for the Silverado truck series.
Trucks ordered with bucket seats and center console now feature a wireless charging pad on
the console lid. For the model year, Silverado and Sierra HD models equipped with the 6.
Gasoline-powered models now have a capless fuel fill. Starting in , GM offered an eAssist mild
hybrid version of the 5. The engine came with an 8-speed automatic transmission and has the
same horsepower and torque as the regular 5. For , it became available nationwide and was also
offered in the Silverado LTZ. The 5. It features beefier brake rotors, upgraded oil coolers, high
output alternator, auxiliary battery and an upfitter friendly interior. Available on four-wheel drive
Sierra HD crew cab models in either Black Onyx or Summit White exterior colors, the Sierra HD
All Terrain X package provides a unique, premium mix of specialized exterior trim and off-road
special equipment, uniquely paired with GMC's high-level of refinement and technologies. All
Terrain X's customized appearance starts with a unique body-color grille surround, which flanks
a distinctive grille insert that's unique to All Terrain. Body color door handles, front and rear
bumpers, and bodyside moldings provide a distinctive monochromatic appearance, while black
accents, including belt moldings, front bumper skid plate, and B-pillar accents, enhance its bold
attitude. Inside, the Sierra HD All Terrain X also features GMC IntelliLink with an 8-inch-diagonal
color touchscreen, Teen Driver, remote-locking tailgate, remote starting system, Rear Vision
Camera, adjustable pedals, leather-appointed seats, heated front seats and wireless mobile
device charging. Sierra HD All Terrain X's strong, bold appearance is matched by equally strong
engineering underneath its surface. For added confidence off-road, the Sierra HD All Terrain X
also includes the Z71 off-road suspension package, which adds front underbody and transfer
case skid plates, twin-tube Rancho shocks, hill descent control, and off-road information
graphics in the Driver Information Center. An Eaton automatically locking rear differential 4. For
that year, Chevrolet has added and dropped some of the Special Editions for the Silverado truck
series. There were several addition to this year's Special Editions for the Silverado series
shown in boldface. Special edition models of the Chevrolet Silverado and Chevrolet Colorado
were introduced to commemorate the th anniversary of Chevy Trucks. Chevrolet introduced the
Centennial Edition Chevrolet Silverado for Chevrolet continued production of the
third-generation Silverado for , which was sold alongside the all-new, fourth-generation
Chevrolet Silverado The first-generation Chevrolet Silverado was sold alongside the
second-generation Chevrolet Silverado for the model year as the Chevrolet Silverado Classic,
and and versions of the truck were also sold alongside their successors, the Chevrolet
Silverado and GMC also offered versions of their Sierra trucks as the Sierra Classic for as well,
and will do the same for , offering the predecessor generation model as the GMC Sierra Limited.
The reveal of the all-new Silverado was not expected until early For its debut, the Silverado was
airlifted via helicopter onto a stage, where it was introduced to a crowd of Chevrolet truck
owners and enthusiasts, as well as to the automotive press. In addition to the reveal of the
Silverado , multiple Chevrolet trucks of different generations were on display as well.
Distinguishing features of the Trail Boss from other Silverado trim levels are its gloss black
front fascia, black rear step bumper, black Chevrolet "bow-tie" emblems on the front grille and
rear tailgate, gloss black-finished aluminum-alloy wheels, large off-road tires, altered
suspension, "Trail Boss" decals on the sides of the pickup box, front bumper-mounted center
fog lamps, "Z71" emblems on each front fender, and red-painted front tow hooks. The formal
unveiling of the Silverado took place at the North American International Auto Show in Detroit ,
Michigan on January 13, , exactly years after Chevrolet delivered its first trucks to customers on
January 13, Silverado has been launched in Australia for the first time for model year. All trim
levels include a next-generation touchscreen infotainment system with Apple CarPlay and

Android Auto , Bluetooth for hands-free calling and wireless audio streaming via A2DP , power
windows and door locks on Double and Crew Cab models , air conditioning, and a rearview
backup camera system. Additional features available on select trim levels include GPS
navigation, SiriusXM Satellite Radio and Travel Link, OnStar with 4G LTE in-vehicle Wi-Fi, a
Bose premium audio system with seven speakers, keyless access and push-button start, a
remote starter system, heated and ventilated luxury leather-trimmed seating surfaces, a heated
leather-wrapped steering wheel, driver-assist technologies, a multi-angle camera system, and
heated rear seats. For , the Rally and Midnight Special Editions return after being absent for the
model year. The Midnight Edition features Bucket Seats with Console, special headlamp bezels,
black dual exhaust tips, and black assist steps. This is the second-time Chevrolet and Realtree
have teamed up to produce a special edition Silverado truck, having done so for The model is
based on a Silverado Crew Cab Custom Trail Boss, adding inch black wheels and Realtree
camouflage graphics inside and out. The all-new Chevrolet Silverado and its twin, the GMC
Sierra offers a choice of six different engine options, dependent upon trim level. The base
engine on lower trim levels is the horsepower, 4. Standard on mid-level trims is an all-new,
horsepower, 2. Optional on most trim levels is the horsepower, 5. Optional on upper-level trims
is a horsepower, 6. An all-new, horsepower 3. All engines are paired to either a 6-speed,
8-speed, or speed automatic transmission, with a choice of either two-wheel-drive or
four-wheel-drive 4X4 is standard equipment on Silverado Custom Trail Boss and LT Trail Boss
trims, and optional on all other Silverado and Sierra models. For , availability of both the 6.
According to EPA ratings, rear drive Silverado models with the 2. The Waze mobile app can now
be compatible in its infotainment system through the use of CarPlay. Crew cab Silverado
models increase in payload up to 14 percent, or pounds. Trailering features equipped for the
model includes an industry's first VIN -specific trailering and payload label and an in-vehicle
towing app on its GM infotainment system. The Sierra will differentiate itself from its Chevrolet
Silverado counterpart by offering unique features, such as a two-piece tailgate, a pickup bed
constructed from carbon fiber , a 3" x 7" multi-color Heads-Up Display, a rear-view mirror
backup camera system, and a luxury Denali trim level. The Sierra will also feature its own
distinct exterior styling, though interior styling will be similar to that of the Chevrolet Silverado
Its inner tailgate can be a load stopper, a full-width step, and a work area by dropping down the
load stop or provide easy access to the bed just by folding down the inner tailgate. Powertrains
include improved versions of the current 5. An all-new, ten-speed automatic transmission will
come as standard equipment on gasoline-powered Sierra models. Availability of the previous 4.
All trim levels include a next-generation touchscreen infotainment system with Apple CarPlay
and Android Auto , Bluetooth for hands-free calling and wireless audio streaming via A2DP ,
power windows and door locks on Double and Crew Cab models , air conditioning, and a rear
view backup camera system. Initially unavailable at launch, the all-new Chevrolet Silverado and
GMC Sierra regular cab configuration went on sale in early The regular cab option is unavailable
in other trim levels in the United States and Canada, as these trucks will appeal mainly towards
fleet and commercial buyers. Regular cab models with a 6. Standard features include a black
front grille, black front and rear bumpers, 17" steel wheels, manual windows and door locks,
manual black side mirrors, a seven-inch touchscreen infotainment system with rearview backup
camera and Apple CarPlay and Android Auto smartphone integration, vinyl seating surfaces, a
split front bench seat, vinyl flooring, and air conditioning. Options include the Chrome
Appearance Group 17" aluminum-alloy wheels and chrome front and rear bumpers , OnStar 4G
LTE in-vehicle Wi-Fi capabilities, cloth seating surfaces, carpeted flooring with floor mats, and
the Power Equipment Group power windows and door locks, keyless entry, power black side
mirrors, and cruise control. The Silverado sees deletion of the Oakwood Metallic exterior paint
color. Major additions are new vertical trailering mirrors, which include power adjustability, as
well as power-folding and power-extension capabilities. The Sierra sees a new Carbon Black
Metallic paint color in addition to the above mentioned Silverado updates. For , the Silverado
and Sierra pickups saw relatively few changes. Most notably, the Silverado offers the newly
named Multiflex six-position tailgate, borrowed from the GMC Sierra. Other changes include
wireless CarPlay and Android Auto projection capability. Several color and trim changes were
also made. Mosaic Black Metallic is a new addition to the color palette. Smokey Quartz Metallic
is a deletion, and Hunter Metallic is a new paint color. Crew Cab Standard Box Sierra models are
now only available in four-wheel-drive. Silverado and Sierra HD dually models see an increase
in max-towing capacity to 36, lbs, a class-leading number. GMC has confirmed that they will not
offer an equivalent, citing a lack of support for GMC to expand back into a medium duty market
while making a push towards a premium market with their current lineup. The move leaves
Chevrolet as the only brand in the GM truck division to have medium-duty vehicles in this
segment as well as the only division to make its trucks and SUVs available for fleet sales. It is

built at Navistar's Springfield, Ohio plant. Navistar has also introduced their own version, the
International CV. The various Silverados, Tahoes, and Suburbans that are used provide
numerous platforms for different kinds of vehicles. The dashboard has additional controls and
dataplates. The truck also can be equipped with weapon supports in the cab, cargo tie down
hooks, folding troop seats, pioneer tools, winches, and other military accessories. General
Motors relaunched GM Defense division in offering the ZH2 Silverado, an advanced technology
Chevrolet Silverado with a hydrogen powered fuel cell and a heavy duty truck architecture
modified for next generation military vehicle needs. There is also a ZH2 Chevrolet Colorado
military version. The truck also won the Primm off-road race in , and More recently, the
Chevrolet Silverado now sold in Paraguay and Uruguay. GM has also announced plans to
introduce the Silverado, along with the smaller Colorado , to China. Chevrolet started selling the
Silverado in Oceania in via Holden Special Vehicles a former subsidiary of GM's now-defunct
Holden brand but will retain the Chevrolet badge. The vehicles are sold Right Hand Drive
versions for that region. There is a small gray market for both the Chevrolet Silverado and GMC
Sierra trucks in some parts of the world, mostly in Scandinavian countries and Germany. From
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courtesy of Scheinwerfermann on Wikipedia. Turn signal problems and diagnosis can get
confusing, especially when a system shares wires and connections with the parking, warning,
and braking light systems. Most common problem sources include bulbs, wires, connectors,
fuses, flasher units, and switches. So the average car owner can troubleshoot these faults with

the use of a test light and, sometimes, a digital multimeter DMM. When dealing with any vehicle
electrical circuit fault, it's a good idea to have the repair manual for the particular vehicle make
and model you'll be working on. It helps you identify not only wires and components and their
related connections, but how to access, troubleshoot and replace components, as necessary.
Furthermore, sometimes it is necessary to access the turn signal switch. You'll have to remove
covers and, possibly, the steering wheel. If your vehicle has airbags, it is necessary to disable
the passive restraint system airbags before working around the switch to prevent accidentally
hitting an inertia sensor that may activate the airbags. Always follow the instructions and
warnings in the repair manual for your particular model to prevent an accident. Haynes manuals
are popular and practical maintenance and troubleshooting guides. Get the one for your car
make and model. To make troubleshooting easier, this guide is divided into the most common
types of turn signal system failures, troubleshooting procedures, and tips to guide you toward
the potential fault much faster. Just look for the section heading that describes your particular
problem. Check all turn lights when troubleshooting the turn signals. Photo courtesy of Leotard
on Wikimedia. This is one of the most common faults in turn signal systems. Here are some
steps you can take to troubleshoot the problem:. Photo courtesy of MattiPaavola on Wikipedia.
You can repeat the previous test. But this time install the light bulb to the socket and back
probe the connections at the harness connector while operating the turn signal. This way you
can also test the connector for a false or damaged connection. Photo courtesy of Ildar Sagdejev
on Wikimedia. This is a variation of the previous problems. This time, though, the left or right
side of the signals doesn't work. You may see the dash indicator lamps illuminating brightly,
but the turn lights won't flash. You may be dealing with bad bulbs, a bad flasher relay, a faulty
turn signal switch, or a bad wire or connector between the flasher unit and the turn signal
switch. You may need the repair manual for your specific vehicle make and model to identify
wires and components, and possibly to gain access to them. Check that your hazard lights work
when troubleshooting your turn signals. Photo courtesy of Lars Plougmann on Flickr. Note:
Normally, you are dealing with a blown fuse, a bad flasher unit, or a faulty turn signal switch.
Locate the fuse using your car owner's manual or vehicle repair manual, or check the 'Checking
a Light Bulb Socket for Ground and Power' section above, or the 'Testing the Turn Signal
Flasher' further down. Make sure your turn signal indicators work as well. Photo courtesy of
Kskhh on Wikipedia. If the emergency lights and turn signal lights illuminate but don't flash,
check first for a burned-out bulb. This is the most common cause. If not, you may be dealing
with a bad flasher unit or a bad turn signal switch. Identify the wires in your turn signal switch
using your repair manual. Photo courtesy of Phil Parker on Flickr. You may know there's
something wrong with your turn signal lights because the indicator lights on the instrument
panel illuminate but don't flash as usual. Use your vehicle turn signals schematic when
troubleshooting your turn signal lights. Photo courtesy of Hans Haase on Wikipedia. Another
problem you may encounter is that your indicator lights don't work at all, but the outside turn
lights work fine. Possible causes:. If necessary, consult your vehicle repair manual to gain
access to the bulbs on the instrument panel and ground connection. Although some models
use a separate light for the left and right turn indicators, other models use a single light for both
turns. Photo courtesy of dailyinvention on Flickr. Troubleshooting the turn signal switch is
pretty much straightforward. Usually, depending on your particular model, getting access to the
switch electrical connector is the hardest part. For this test, it is a good idea to consult the
vehicle repair manual for your particular model. You need to identify wires and the best way to
access the signal switch electrical connector. Also, if your model has airbags, you may need to
disable the system to prevent the bags from accidentally inflating. If necessary, your manual
will walk you through the process for your particular model. The turn signal flasher may be
lcoated under the dashboard or inside the engine compartment. Photo courtesy of Bill Abbott
on Wikimedia. NOTE: This guide deals with analog type flashers. If your system is equipped
with a solid state unit, consult your vehicle repair manual for special instructions. Also, make
sure to use a digital multimeter with at least 10 Mega-ohm of impedance to protect sensitive
circuits in your vehicle as you troubleshoot electrical systems. A good way to test the flasher
unit is to use a known good unit, but that may not be practical. So the next best choice is to test
the suspected flasher while installed in the vehicle. Your circuit connections may differ from the
outline described here, but you'll find the next general steps helpful. If necessary, consult your
repair manual. The next video shows you a common procedure when replacing a flasher unit on
a GMC truck. Depending on your particular vehicle make and model, you may or not need to
remove the dashboard trim. On some models, the flasher is readily accessible. Consult your
vehicle repair manual. This is a special turn signal failure. It has to do with the mechanical
operation of the signal switch rather than an electrical system failure. For example, you signal
traffic your intention to turn left or right, but after cornering, the turn signal continues to flash.

In most cases, the repair is within the reach of the average car owner. Still, consult the repair
manual for your particular vehicle make and model. Specially if your model has airbags. You'll
need to disable the system for safety reasons. Also, your repair manual will tell you what
specific tools you need, if any, and the procedure to follow. Turn signals, and the system they
are part of, can fail in many ways. When facing a problem, always check every light so that you
know what part of the system or lights are failing. This will make troubleshooting, and fixing the
problem, easier and faster. This guide is designed to help you make your repair faster, and get
back on the road safer. Content is for informational or entertainment purposes only and does
not substitute for personal counsel or professional advice in business, financial, legal, or
technical matters. Question: My left indicator will flash one time and then will not flash anymore
both back and front. The right side is fine. The hazard lights won't flash on both sides. Any
ideas? Answer: First, make sure the fuse for the hazard lights is OK. Not so common are
problems with connectors in the circuit between the turn signal switch and the flasher unit
relay. The post describes some tests you may want to try. Question: I have a Mitsubishi Mirage,
the left indicator works and the dash light too, and the right turn indicator does not, though the
dash light works. I have swapped the flasher relay with a working one. I am wondering where to
go from here? Answer: If the right indicator comes on but doesn't flush, check the light bulbs
on that side. If it's not coming on, use a test light and make sure you got a good ground and
power through the light socket. If necessary, check the wires that connect to the socket. Hope
this helps. Question: Why does my indicator light switch cancels too soon when indicating
right, when slowing down? It only happens a few times. Question: I have a Chevy Express van.
Flasher works well, but the turn signal only works when the car is off. Don't work with the car
on. Any advice? Answer: It could be a shorted turn signal switch. Question: I have a Chevy
Impala and the right front turn signal is not working. The fuses are good as is the bulb. What
else could it be? Answer: If it is only one bulb that isn't working, make sure the bulb is good
and then check the socket, power and ground. You can use a test light for this. When you turn
the turn signals on, right or left, the front work fine but the rear both flash. I have replaced the
turn signal switch twice. I checked and cleaned all the grounds and replaced all bulbs and both
flashers. Still, I can't find the problem. Answer: Probably there's too much resistance in the
circuit that connects to both rear turn signal lights. You may need the diagram for your specific
model to identify the wire. Check the common wire that connects to both rear lights; it could be
loose, dirty or damaged. Question: Why would my Kia Sedona right, rear turn signal stay on
with the key-off? Answer: If it's only one light, the power wire leading to that light might be the
problem. This could be in the switch itself. You need to trace the voltage in the circuit using a
test light. Question: I have a mk2 Renault Megane and I have had the indicator fixed twice. It
works for days and goes off again. A new bulb holder? If it is blown, there could be a short in
the circuit. Also, check any connectors and harness in the circuit for corrosion or loose wires.
Also, have the alternator tested. Answer: You may need to look at the circuit diagram for your
particular model. But there could be a problem with the multifunction switch or there's a short
in the circuit, activating both sides. Using the diagram, you can trace voltage using a test light.
Can you help? Answer: Usually the problem is a faulty flasher relay. Other potential causes is
corrosion in the circuit to the lights or an electrical issue in the turn signal switch. Question: I
have a Mazda 6. When I use the turn signals, they rapidly flash on the dash but do not indicate
on the front of the car. The bulbs, switch, and fuses are new. What could the issue be? Answer:
Usually this is caused by a bad bulb. Other problems may come from poor ground at the lamps,
or bad connection at the turn signal switch. Question: My problem is the opposite of number 3
in this article. When using the turn signals from the steering wheel, only the right side of the car
works. The left side doesn't, only a very fast clicking sound is heard, like a machine gun. Where
is the problem with my car's hazard lights? Answer: Double check the bulbs and make sure the
filaments are Okay. You may want to try swapping the left and right bulbs and see what
happens. Possibly the switch is the culprit. But you can check the part of the turn signal circuit
for the side that isn't working lever and switch. Another possibility is a loose wire, or a socket
that needs a little twist bad joint , connection. Question: I replaced a rear bulb turn signal in a
Chevy Cavalier. When I move the bulb the light goes on, can I clean the connector? Answer:
You may want to check you have a solid connection to ground and power. Use a test light. For
cleaning, try electrical contact cleaner. My turn signals are located in the lower fog lights. Fog
lights work. Neither turn signal in front work. Indicators light up on the dash and rear signals
light up, but both dash and rear lights flash rapidly. I have replaced both front bulbs and
installed a brand new wiring harness as an accident is where all this began. I have also taken to
the garage to try to reset the fault. No luck. Any ideas what the problem could be? Answer:
Check the power and ground for the circuit at the sockets. You may need to consult the diagram
for your model and see where they both get power common connection. Trace the voltage using

a test light. There could be a loose wire or connector. Question: My left turn signal indicator will
hyperflash intermittently. No lights are blown and they are not LED. A quick hit to the light
housing fixes this for a short time. Checked fuses and wiring. Any idea? Answer: Check the
ground for a poor or loose connection. Other possibility is a failing indicator unit. Question: My
hazard light and left and right indicator don't work. I am sure that my flasher relay is good and
all the fuses. What should l do? Answer: Check the circuit and switch. You may need to trace
the voltage using a test light. Get the wiring diagram for your make and model. You can find a
manual at most auto parts stores. Question: Why does my right turn signal stay on unless it's in
the left signal position? Question: My car's turn signal blinkers don't come on at all. What could
it be? Answer: The most common reason is a bad flasher, but check the fuses, circuit grounds
and opens as well, if necessary. Question: My hazard lights are working but the indicators stay
on. Do you know of any solution? Answer: There seems to be a mechanical problem with the
turn signal switch. It's not canceling after the steering wheel returns to its normal position. You
may need a new switch. Question: My turn signals work with headlights off but do not work with
the headlights on? Power is going through a ground, and the ground is lost for the turning
signals when the lights are on. Check the body grounds and wires in the sockets. Make sure
they are clean and well connected. Question: Left signal works fine in and out of my car. The
right signal hyperflashes inside the car. Right signal works outside in front but not in the back. I
replaced the bulbs. Still nothing. Now what? Answer: You can use a test light or voltmeter to
test for power and ground in the faulty rear light. Usually, the problem is a bad ground, but the
power wire might be loose, corroded or disconnected. Since the other lights seem to be working
fine, concentrate on that part of the circuit. Question: Why won't my turn signals work? The turn
signals won't even come on. Question: The turn indicators work correctly on the outside of the
car, but they do not light up on the dashboard. There was a time when the dashboard lights
flashed occasionally, so I do not think that it is the light bulbs in the dashboard. I can hear the
flasher unit clicking when a turn indicator is selected. Any suggestions, please? Answer: Check
the contacts or the circuit leading to the dashboard, there could be something loose there.
Answer: Most likely the problem is within the switch, the canceling mechanism might have
failed. Question: Why does my my left turn signal come on when I push it to go right? Question:
Why do the hazard lights come on when I am using the left turn signal? Answer: The most
common problem is a shorted light bulb causing trouble, an electrical short in the signal switch,
or bad flasher relay. Question: The fuses and relay are good but the turn signals on my Honda
Accord LX stopped working all of the sudden. What should I do? Answer: If none of them are
working, start checking at the switch. Check for incoming and outgoing voltage. Question: I
have a Jackaroo. Can you diagnose the problem with my Jackaroo's turn signal? Answer: Look
for a loose wire or connector. You may need your repair manual if you need to remove
components. My problem is the left front turn signal stopped working for no apparent reason.
All the other turn signals work just fine, including the rear left one. I pulled out the bulb and
tested the socket and no power. Is this something that I could fix myself or do I need to have a
professional fix it? Answer: You may be able to fix it yourself. Probably the power wire that
connects to the socket or the ground at the socket is loose or disconnected. Use a test light or a
voltmeter to check the power wire. If there's power, the problem is the ground. If there's no
power, you need to trace the wire back to the switch. Probably is cut or disconnected
somewhere. If you need to trace the wire, you may need the wiring diagram from your vehicle
repair manual. You can get a manual at most auto parts stores. Question: My right turn signal
doesn't work at all but the flashers work perfectly. What could the problem be? Answer: The
problem may be with the turn signal switch. You can use a test light to check that part of the
circuit. If you don't have the manual for your particular model, your local library may have a
copy, in case you need it for reference. Question: My hazards work and flash; my left indicator
works and flashes; my right indicator does not work or flash and there is nothing on the
dashboard. I've checked the switch, fuses, bulbs and flasher. How do I fix this awful problem?
Answer: If the flasher is working fine, then the problem could be a bad indicator bulb, socket or
circuit problem. You may need the wiring for your specific model to trace the voltage in the
circuit, possibly the ground. Question: My left blinker works just fine but when I use my right,
the blinker noise happens but no light pops up on the instrument pannel and both the front and
back right blinker dont work. But my hazards do. I've already replaced the flasher unit and the
switch on my steering wheel. What could be the issue? Answer: Need to check the circuit
grounds and power for that side of the lights. You can do this with a test light or digital
multimeter. Check the wiring diagram in your vehicle repair manual to trace the circuit branch
for that leg. Question: My car indicators work, but there is no clicking sound. It doesn't have
flasher relay. The sound is supposed to come from the cluster itself. What could be the cause?
Answer: Some modern vehicle use a solid state relay, and the computer or some other relay

may imitate a clicking sound which you hear through the speakers. When you turn on the right
or left turn signal, they both flash. What could cause this? I just put a new turn signal switch in
about a month ago. Answer: You might need the diagram for your model to trace the problem.
The problem may be in the switch itself. Also, look for a wire in the circuit that is touching the
other wire in the circuit past the relay. If you have installed the harness connector for a trailer,
the problem could be in the wire connector. Question: I have replaced the signal switch, the
relay and a front turn signal bulb. My turn signals will come on for a second and then go off.
Question: Both of my rear lights aren't working. The indicator blinks rapidly even though I have
replaced the bulbs. Answer: There could be a problem with the power feed line of the circuit. It
may be loose. If you don't have the manual, try the reference section of your local public library
for the manual. Question: I have a diesel Hilux. The right indicator sometimes flashes quick, or it
blinks once to 5 times then stops. It also works fine sometimes. Do you have any ideas?
Answer: There seems to be a loose wire, turn signal relay or relay connector. Usually, the
indicator will blink fast when a light bulb burns out. But a bad connection in the circuit or relay
can produce the same effect. Just need to check that side of the circuit and find the loose
connection. Question: My turn signals and lights work intermittently but my emergency flashers
work fine and when we tested them after testing the emergency flashers they worked fine. What
could this be? Answer: There could be a bad ground in the circuit. You may be able to use a test
light to check the circuit. Check the wiring diagram for your model. It only turns off when I take
out a fuse. How do I fix it? Answer: The problem could be with the flasher relay. Try removing
the relay and plugging it back in and see if the problem goes away. Or replace it. Another
possibility is an issue with the switch itself. Question: Yesterday, I bought new turn signal bulbs
for the left rear and right rear of my vehicle. My left rear already burned out. Why would it burn
out the next day? Answer: Make sure the proper fuse is used to protect the circuit - and check
for loose wires around the socket and check the socket itself. Answer: The most common fault
in the multifunction switch is wear of the turn signal contacts. They wear out and may begin to
fail intermittently or not turn the signal, signal may not cancel; you may experience similar
problems with the wipers and headlights. Other than that, you need to gain access to the switch
and operate the switch while testing incoming and outgoing voltage with a test light as you
operate the different settings. You may need your vehicle repair manual to check the wiring
diagram for your particular model. Question: I replaced my turn signal bulbs. Now my right
signal turns on my hazards and my hazards are right signal. Answer: If the lights were working
correctly before replacing the bulbs, check the sockets for corrosion and the connections.
There could be a loose wire. A bad flasher relay does the same thing sometimes. Question: My
right turn signal "sometimes" does not work. But if I press the hazard it works properly. What
could be the problem? Answer: Sometimes the contacts in the multifunction switch are to
blame for this problem. Wiggling the hazard switch makes them work. You might want to have a
shop confirm the problem and, if necessary, replace it. Question: I just put a new bulb in on the
back right, and the next day it was failing. I took it out to look, and it looked almost burned or
melted on the bottom where it connects inside the socket. What does this mean? Answer: There
might be some resistance at that part of the circuit. Check the connections at the back of the
socket. The wire should be well connected. Also, check the ground. Too much resistance will
cause the socket and lamp to overheat. Question: Both my indicators keep flashing and I can't
turn them off. Answer: There could be a short circuit. A power wire in the turn signal circuit is
probably in path with the hazard light circuit. You'll need to test the circuit. A test light or
voltmeter and, probably the wiring diagram for your model can help you here. Question: I have a
model, 3. Answer: There could be a problem with the turn signal switch or a faulty connection.
Use the repair manual for your model to locate, gain access to the switch and connectors, if
necessary. If you don't have the manual, check the reference section of your local public library.
They may have a copy for your specific model. Question: All my left-hand side indicators and
hazard warning work; however, the right side doesn't. Would breakdown assist and would it be
covered, as it's unsafe to drive home? Although I haven't checked fuses or relays in the engine.
Also, the side repeater in the driver's door, which is a fixed unit, that bulb is blown, would it take
the whole right side out? Answer: Usually, this is due to a faulty turn signal switch. But you
might want to check the bulbs first, and any potential faulty signs you may see in the sockets or
wiring to them. Try swapping the door light bulb with the opposite one and see what it does.
You can also test the switch using a test light. Go over section two in the post. Usually, the
flasher relay and signal switch are the most common sources of trouble for this type of
problem. But you may want to double check how you wired your new LED lights. It depends on
whether you're using dual beam one bulb or single beam two bulbs. I have a volvo When I
tested turn signals, I got inconsistent results and suspected I had a loose bulb, connection or
fuse issue. I know nothing of the previous owner other than there were parts in the trunk that

suggests they were resto modding and lost interest. I pulled, cleaned and replaced all fuses. A
half pull turns on all signal lights just on, not flashing but no headlights. A full pull adds the
headlights. Could both of these issues be related to the step down switch mounted on the finder
well? Nicole - you might want to check the voltage drop for the charging system as well. The
test makes sure the connections are good, no corrosion, loose or damaged wires, etc. Try this:
Turn the ignition key to the On position but don't start the engine. Can you see the battery light
come on, on the dashboard. This is to check the exciter wire for your alternator. If this wire is
damaged, your good alternator won't charge the battery. If your model has this wire coming off
the battery light bulb on the dashboard, the battery light won't come on if it is broken. But your
particular model may have this wire hooked to the voltage regulator with a fusible link. If the
fusible link is blown, same results, your alternator won't charge the battery. So you may be
running your car with battery power without letting the alternator charge or properly charge the
battery. Check the location of this wire in your particular model and test for voltage. You may
need the diagram for your specific model. To add to my last post about Ford Windstar, every
time we jump it everything works fine no problems or noises or anything, just when we shut it
off the battery instantly drains and blinkers go crazy. I have a Ford Windstar. Only , miles on it,
bought it at , and never had problems with it until recently. When we shut the car off the blinkers
would blink on and sometimes opening a door cause this as well. Than when we try to turn the
car on it would not start. This happened for about 3 days and then when AutoZone tested the
battery said it was fine than tested the alternator which failed, so immediately we changed the
alternator. Test alternator and it's fine, test the battery and it's fine but a guy said might be
battery because it's almost 3 years old. We have nothing charging nothing plugged in and today
after turning it off my father tried to turn it back on and nothing, but blinkers flashing and lights
came on, and my dad said the theft light is randomly off which is a new thing. I am not a car
person but I know electricity electronics and the whole blinkers flashing the moment we turn off
the car and battery draining way to quick now makes me think some sort of cable short or some
short circuit. Maybe it is the battery but if the car is completely off and the alternator is fine I
dont see how the battery could just drain that horribly within seconds especially if it passes the
test at AutoZone and a secondary mechanic place. Any ideas on what's wrong? I read stuff
about corrosion sockets, cables, switch assembly, my father brought up ignition switch and I
want to know what others may think. Every problem but mine! Flasher unit ticks rapidly but
none of the indicator bulbs light up. Any suggestions? There's probably a short to ground.
You'll need the diagram for your particular model to trace the short. You can use a testlight for
this. My left frt. Seems like a ground problem in that part of the circuit. You can use a testlight to
check the grounds. If necessary, use a diagram for your particular model. You can find one in
the repair manual for your vehicle. Get an aftermarket copy at your local auto parts store. Hi,
when i turn my right blinker on, all lights brake, reverse, blinker, ect. Left assembly good
working condition. Please tell me possible causes. Thank u. Also, blinker indicator on
dashboard will blink normally when brake pedal IS NOT depressed but when it IS depressed, the
blinker indicator with blink rapidly on dash. Check the light bulb in the rear light. You may need
to check the grounds in the circuit; you can use a testlight for this. Also, you may need the
diagram in the vehicle repair manual for your model. Something is grounding the turn signal
circuit. Often, this is due to corrosion in one or more sockets. Check the sockets using a test
light. Also, a shorted turn signal switch can cause this problem. My honda,s left signal light stay
consistently on. Then the left signal light stays on for ever. Make sure the bulbs are good; and
check the sockets for corrosion or loose wire bad power or ground , use a test light. Also,
although not as common, a fault in the circuit between the turn signal switch and the
connection to that circuit, or the switch itself is bad. I have s Audi a4b6 2oo2 model l am having
turn signal problem with the front and back drivers side indicaters not working but my drivers
side fender indicated is working. There might be a loose connection; there problem could be in
the switch if all turn lights fail sometime or a specific part of the circuit if only two or one light
doesn't work all the time. You may need the diagram for your particular model to trace the
problem. Check the switch connections and grounds. In my Honda Accord my turn signals do
not turn always turn on. There could be a short in that part of the circuit. Check the power
connection at the socket. If it is loose it is shorting to ground. Check for corrosion and damage.
Hope it helps. My turn signal on rear driver side went out so i replaced bulb it worked for 1 day
then went out again blinking fast again what could it be i have a chevy malibu. You may want to
try checking with a test light if you have the diagram. You'll find it in the vehicle repair manual
for your particular model. Looking for a solution, my left indicator light comes on immediately i
switch on the ignition switch on whalest the indicator switch is at neutral position. This is
usually caused by a bad flasher relay, but sometimes the turn signal switch fails or a less likely
a short in the circuit or connector. Looking for solution. I turn on left turn signal and rear

flashers come on. Right side works fine. There could be a short in the circuit that is grounding
the lights. It's possible the relay or flasher is getting stuck. If necessary, have someone trace
the short. It seems like the problem is with the turn signal switch. Once the lever returns to
center position, the flasher should be off at this point. The internal mechanism is triggering the
wrong contact points. Hi Dan, I have a Chevy Colorado. Both the front and back left side turn
signals blink normal on the outside of the truck and the left arrow on the inside dash instrument
cluster blinks normal when putting the switch in the left position. When the turn signal switch is
in the neutral position both the rear left outside turn signal bulb and the dash instrument cluster
arrow stays lit solid not blinking and drains the battery. If I put the switch selector in the right
position the outside front bulb blinks normal and the rear right does not blink at all and the left
arrow on the inside dash instrument cluster stays lit solidly the right arrow never comes on ,
When turning on the flasher it is the same meaning both the outside front and rear left bulbs
and the right front blink normal and the rear right doesn't work and the inside dash left arrow
stays lit solidly. The ground seems to be good in the rear right bulb because the same bulb is
used for the tail light and works. I switched the bulb with the left side and it works on that side
so it is not the filament. The dark green turn signal power supply wire doesn't seem to have
power coming into the connector when I checked with a test light. Do you have any idea what
would cause this because I can't follow the wire diagrams too well? Does the chevy colorado
have a flasher? Looks like the switch notifies a bcm. Thank you. Most likely the turn signal
switch has mechanical damage. Probably the lock ring is broken. You'll need to replace the unit.
I've had the same issue back in and they had to replace the whole unit. I do have flashers. The
problem seems to be in the turn signal switch. Check the output voltages there. Probably, you'll
need to replace it. Today I discovered that the rear turn signals and brake lights do not owrk.
The front signals are fine. I replaced the bulbs, even though they looked good, as well as the
sockets. With the bulbs removed, turn signal lever in left turn position and the test light
grounded to chassis the left socket flashes and the right socket has steady illumination. When
the lever is in right turn position the test light flashes in the right socket and glows in the left.
With key on and turn signal lever in the middle the right rear light is on. There is also a scenario,
though I forget exactly when, that the right signal flashes with the lever in the left turn position
and vice versa. Since there are no brake lights at all my friend checked for power at the brake
light switch. When he accidentally bumped the ignition key the test like flashed. I'm baffled.
Probably the spring inside the multi-function switch is broken and not cancelling the signal
after completing the turn. You may need to replace the switch. It seems the switch in the
indicator stalk is faulty, probably the internal spring is turning the wrong contact for the
indicator. Also, this could be a loose wire problem making the wrong contact in the switch. This
can be checked with a test light. You'll need access to the switch, and perhaps the diagram for
your particular vehicle make and model so you can trace the wires. You can find the manual at
most auto parts stores. Light for indicator on dash is flashing right when I have moved the stalk
into the left position die. Why is right arrow on my dashboard flashing when it should be the left
one flashing. My turn light aren't flashing on dashboard and aren't on all 4 sides of car on a
dodge caravan. What would it most likely be? Check for a problem in a light control module, or
headlight switch connector or circuit. A relay may be stuck or a problem with a wire in the
circuit. You may need a test light and your wiring diagram to trace the fault. What is causing
this? You need to replace the turn signal switch assembly. You may do it yourself, if you have
the service manual for your particular model. Get one online or at your local auto parts store.
Something is worn with one of the bulbs or possible ground or power is not getting properly to
the socket. Check how much voltage you are getting or dropping. Probably this other post may
help:. I have an 08 JK, my hazards work fine. However, only my front passenger side turn signal
does not work everything else works as it should. It does have rapid flash when on though. I
have used a multimeter and I am getting current on all these wires. How do I fix this? Hi, My
Ford Taurus signal lights front, rear, and indicators , hazard lights, rear brake lights are not
working. Please, may you point me in the right direction? These are two separate circuits.
Check to see if you have voltage to and from the multifunction switch. You may need a wiring
diagram to trace the voltage if necessary. Specially check the connector. There could be a bad
ground in the circuit crossing the path of the other light. Other possibility is corrosion in the
connector s or a bad connection in the circuit. When turn on either turn signal the other one has
a dim flash in it also. This is on my small tote trailer I pull behind my motorcycle. This puts too
much resistance in a circuit, which heats up and stops working. The problem can be in the turn
signal circuit or switch. Have the circuit checked. This other post may help:. My rear turn
signals work for like the first 10 min and after that they don't work anymore and when I use my
turn signal it is causing my car to jurk. It seems an open or short is activating the turn signal
circuit. Look up the wiring diagram for your particular model. You'll need a test light or

voltmeter to trace the fault. These other posts may help:. My hazards won't turn off. It kills my
battery if i don't unplug it. The turn signal fuses are apart of the hazards so i couldnt just pull
that fuse out. I changed them to see if that was the problem but wasn't. What could that be? If
you recently replaced one of the bulbs, make sure you are using the right one for your
application. You may need a test light and the wiring diagram for your model to check the
circuit. My turn signals seem to work but the clicking indicating blinkers engagement doesn't
stop when turn signal is disengaged. Make sure you are using the correct bulbs for your
application. Also, check those bulbs that you replaced and the ones that were there for the turn
signals. Probably one of the filaments is broken and stuck across the other filament. Also, there
could be a bad ground for the turn signals. I have a Chevy hd. My tail lights and headlights were
just replaced. All new bulbs. My turn signals work fine without day time lights on or auto lights
turn on. When lights come on my left turn signal stays on and left signal blinks fast. It's
possibly a bad relay, but there could be a loose connetion, or ground. If only one of the right
lights isn't working check the socket and connections; if both lights on the right side, there
could be a problem in the circuit. You can use a test light to check for a loose or disconnected
wire. I have a Isuzu Ascender. Left turn signal works great but when i use the right signal, it
works occasionally and other times it stops after a few seconds when i turn it on. Sometimes i
have to reapply the right turn signal to finish my turn. Im thinking switch or TS relay. Check the
ground and power for the rear lights. You can do this with a test light. There could be a problem
with the socket. Sometimes a bad chassis ground can keep the lights from working properly.
Check the wire that connects from the battery to chassis. You may want to do a voltage drop to
make sure grounds are okay:. I've pulled the assembly out to check the bulbs. They all worked.
Put the light assembly back on and lights won't work. Didn't touch the car for two days. Went
out to start car and the lights worked! What's going on? Here I go! My Silverado turn signal,
brake and reverse lights don't work on the rear right side only. The right arrow on the dash
blinks fast. The front turn signal blinks at the same speed fast as the arrow on the dash. I've
changed all the bulbs and checked every fuse except the big ones. What's up? Use a test light
to check the power wire and ground at the light socket. There could be a bad power or ground
connection. Usually the problem is with the circuit connections either at the light itself or the
switch. If only one light or one side is flashing quickly, check that part of the circuit. You may
need the diagram for your model, if you need to trace the wries in the circuit. If necessary, do a
voltage drop in that part of the circuit:. I have a 94 Gmc Sierra, My left turn signal is flashing
quickly when the running lights or headlights are on, but flash normally when the head lights or
running lights are off. I replaced the whole tail light recently due to the previous owner using zip
ties and spot welding to hold it together but the problem persist. This only started recently after
I did a tune up and replaced the distributor cap and rotor, as well as my spark plugs and cables.
There could be a problem in the wiring; check for a short. If the body control module connects
to it, unplug the wire and reconnect. See if that helps. Check the bulb filaments and make sure
they are not shorted together, then check a loose wire perhaps making a wrong connection in
that side of the circuit. My problem is that with parking lights on my RH turn signals are stuck
lit, but a little bit dimmer than normal with no dash indication. When I use the indicator they
seem to blink a little bit brighter. The dash light works normally to both sides using indicator
and hazards. You need to check the switch and the wiring for that part of the circuit - you need
the diagram for the vehicle to follow the voltage. Check the wiring behind the socket, something
is causing the voltage to drop perhaps, which is causing the rapid blinking of the front light. All
indications of a burned out left rear turn signal bulb front bulb still works, now at faster rate,
dash indicator is also at faster rate, right turn signal system works completely fine. The rear
bulb looks ok, but I swapped it out with one I know that works. Didn't solve the issue. Checked
the voltage on the contacts that connect to the bulb and it is good alternates between 4V and 0V
when the turn signal is engaged. I'm stumped. Any help would be greatly appreciated! New
flasher, new bulbs. Brake lights, hazard lights and right turn signals work. Left side - only the
front turn signal is working. Same bulb for the hazard and they work. I have switched bulbs
thinking the filament was broke and it works in the right side rear. Why would ONLY the left rear
turn signal not flash. Probably there's a hazard-lights flasher that needs to be checked or the
circuit - and also check the flasher unit for the turn signals, if separate. Another possibility is
the turn signal switch or connections. I can hear clicking sound and it blinks on outside. Could
this problem be related? There could be a problem with the switch itself. You may need the
diagram for your model. It'll tell you how to trouble shoot it. My car does this strange thing
where when I hit the lever to turn left it alternates between the left and right lights twice and
then works just fine. At the moment that is not really an issue as it corrects itself in a few
seconds, but I wonder what they cause is and if it will get worse. There seems to be a problem
with the switch itself, or the wiring. You'll need the diagrams for your vehicle to trace the

voltage. American auto manufacturers were on a roll in the s. Designing was very competitive,
and, through hot-rodding, engines and horsepower increased dramatically. Thus, the American
Muscle Car was born. Many people purchasing RVs have no real camping experience, so RV
campgrounds are being inundated with requests for their people to do things that are the RV
owner's responsibility. RV owners need to learn how to perform their own site maintenance.
Intake manifold leak diagnosis can be tricky but you can use a few simple techniques to
diagnose the problem. Don't let trouble code P or P leave you without your ride and, worst of all,
with an expensive repair bill later on. A basic knowledge on the electronic fuel injection system
eliminates the guesswork in the calibration of LPG-powered cars. Here are eight simple tips to
help give tires more traction in the snow. Experienced RV campers know what they need to do
to find a great campsite when they travel. Motorcycle helmets are trendy items that reflect your
personality. What type of helmet do you want for yourself? Paying for air is annoying. Here is
how you can find free air, and also how to set your tire pressure for the best performance of
your tires and your car. Is jump starting bad for your car? You'd be surprised what you find out.
What happens behind the scenes will shock you. Learn the different signs of a bad alternator to
make a faster diagnosis. You can make some repairs using a few common tools. In , the East
German government released the horrible Trabant car on an unsuspecting Communist world.
You don't need a lot of money to start selling classic cars, you just need to buy the first car at a
good price and then do it again. If you're thinking of buying a classic VW Beetle, you need to
know a few things beforehand. Discover why the best bargain to be had is from someone who
doesn't know he wants to sell. Identifying the type of noise and when it happens can help you
diagnose your transmission problem. Auto Repair. DIY Auto Repair. RV Living. Safe Driving.
Learning to Drive. All-Terrain Vehicles. Commercial Vehicles. Automotive Industry. Automotive
History. Index I. Checking the Turn Signal Switch X. Turn Lights Don't Turn Off. Related Articles.
By Jerry Fisher. By Don Bobbitt. By Dan Ferrell. By Victor Mangubat. By Linda Sarhan. By
Isabella. By John Dove. By electronicsguy. By Rupert Taylor. By Mary Wickison. Our unmatched
commitment to providing quality parts for your classic Chevy Truck is what sets us apart from
our competitors. When the details matter, trust NPD's knowledgable staff to guide you to the
right part at the right price. Offering Chevy Truck parts from top vendors in the industry.
Whether it be replacement Chevy Truck parts, restoration quality Chevy Truck parts, or
concours quality Chevy Truck restoration parts; we have it and in stock. Like you, we live and
breath the restoration hobby and take great pride in helping restore our American History. From
correct emblems and decals to seat upholstery and sheet metal, NPD has everything you need.
With our huge selection of Chevy Truck parts, there is no need to go anywhere else for your
Chevy Truck parts needs. Our inventory is constantly expanding, ensuring that we provide you
with the largest, most up to date selection of Chevrolet Truck parts available. NPD has your
project covered from start to finish. We carry Chevy Truck parts for , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , and models. All Vehicle Years Toggle navigation. Year Filter All
Years Search Cancel. Show More. Checkout Continue Shopping. My break lights only work
when the truck is off. When the key is on they stop working. I changed the relay, I changed the
wire harness from the ignition. Could it be a bad relay bay? I have a 98 suburban all my lights
work but the brake lights I've checked the fuse and it's good changed the brake light switch so
its good but still nothing with my brake lights its getting irritating not finding the problem. Show
87 more comments. Ed Helmrich. Before clipping any wires, keep in mind that most older model
year trucks have the same bulb filament used for both the brake function and the turn indicator
function. For that to work, the brake wire runs to the turn indicator, so that when you turn on the
flashing turn signal, it switches out the brake light signal for that side so that the two signals
don't collide. So don't just check the brake light. Also check the turn signals. In my case, the
brake lights didn't work but the turn signals did, so that told me the wiring to the bulbs was OK
and the wiring running in the frame was OK and the bulb contacts were OK. So I assume I need
to check the brake light switch, the fuse, and for a truck, any wiring done for the trailer hitch to
make sure it is OK. I have checked the fuse,changed the signal and brake switch. All the lights
are good. But no brake light comes. I was wondering if it needs another ground. I turn on the
light and the brake is not on and I turn off the light off and the brake is on. I can not find out
why. I am having the same problem. I put in new brake light switch and still no brake lights.
What wires did you find under your dash? Show 24 more comments. True Blue Auto. I had the
same problem on my 91 K The most common reason rear lights of any kind will fail is rotted
wires. They run through wire shroud from front to back along the inside of the frame to the left
tail light. Running this way leaves them exposed to the elements. Check along the run for rotted,
broken or degraded wire. Most spots would be at anchor points, junctions, etc. If you do find a
faulty wire, just run a new one from the engine bay to the back and splice it in. Its a cheap fix
and takes WAY less time. If it was me i would clip the wire at the tail light harness, about 4

inches back, then move to the engine bay and look for the same wire there. Find the wire and
clip it about 4 inches back too. Solder and shrink tube the new wire to these pigtails and give it
a test. It could also be a relay, the box is located in the engine bay and the relay will be marked,
but its unlikely to be the problem. Turn your flashers on to check the bulbs. Checks good go to
your brake light switch mounted on upper part of the brake pedal with a simple test light you
should have hot test light on when the brake pedal is depressed if not and the ong wire is hot 15
amp fuse in the fuse panel under dash says STOP by it you need to replace the brake light
switch. Also when you replace the battery get the highest cranking amp one that Will fit. On my
01gm,bulbs are good, fuse js good. I'm going to back at it in the morning. I'm going to start by
replacing the white wire front to back. Wish me luck. Paul Reid. There is a switch. There's a
fuse. Find the fusebox and look for "brake". The Owner's Manual may have clues. Fuses usually
blow for a reason. Some bulb-faults can blow a fuse. Change the brake lamp bulbs; on a vehicle
this old it is time to do that. Open tailgate, there's two rusted Phillips screws into the taillight
lens. Unscrew, the lens un-hooks on the other side. Flat rubbery thing with connector and 3
lumps. Unhook connector latch and carefully pull out. Three bulbs: they just pull out but won't
want to come easy. IIRC bottom is backup and the top one is brake. Look at the wires, because
if it is not switch and not a bulb-fault, then as TBAS says it is probably wires, pinched or
broken, from tail to switch to fusebox. Jessica jessicasam. I have a Chevy Suburban..
Passenger side started working but not Driver side I had the same problem with my stepside
cleaned the connections at the light and they went to working. I have tried everything. Replaced
fuse and switch and circuit boards and not luck. All other lights work. Turn signal and
runninglights and emergency flashers all work. Its wierd when I reach 35 mph my brake warning
light comes on but my brakes work as they should. Also my cruise control doesn't work
anymore and I believe it has to be connected to the brake light issue. Any solutions? In older
Chevy trucks the brake light wire goes threw turn signal for Cruz etc could be bad mine was all I
had was head lights tail lights nothing worked it would not even flash the lights with the truck
off. Show 7 more comments. It was a fleet vehicle. Brake lights were working intermittently.
Would come on when pedal as first depressed then go out after pedal traveled down a bit. I put
in a new switch and all was well for 3 months. Then the problem came back again. I was ready
to put a new switch in again when I took a close look at the wire connector on the harness. The
end yellow lead was melted in the connector and the female plug for this wire was black. I got a
boneyard replacement and wired it in. Problem solved. Marcus scooterdoo. Been reading about
all your various symptoms. I have been fighting a taillight issue for 2 days. Only left turn worked
-- No brake lights -- no running rear lights -- no flashers -- no backup lights. But driver side turn
sig DID work. Charted all progressive actions. Nothing made sense. Looked the wire
connections over and came to a ground at the frame near the trailer hitch lead. Took it loose did a fair job cleaning the frame surface rust and reconnected it. Thought I had done a
thourough job but still no change. Went back to that ground again -- took it loose -- stripped the
wire casing back a couple inches and BINGO!!!!!!!! The wire was rotten Stripped the wire casing
back real good. So if things get just too wierd - ck your grounds! Chuck Launius. It is probably
your fuse relay swithch underneath the hood toward the driver side. Pull the plastic cap off the
fuse chassis and you'll see a square relay fuse switch and replace it for the brakes. Its the
taillight circuit board or a broken wire. If you look on here i asked same question and i posted
up what the reason for my issue ended up being. Moat likely a bad or broken ground, circuit
board that is on the back of the taillight or a broken wire. To figure it out get a test light clean a
piece of metal connect teat light ground, then unplug taillight and stick trat light probe into 1
slot at a time see what works and what doesnt and write it down. Then go to the other taillight
do samething. My break light on my cab works all my lights work i checked the main wire to
break lights at the conecter no power to break lights i pulled the relay replaced it with a known
good one nothing figured eather switch or short storming here so cant mess with now. Either
you have a broken wire, or blown fuse or you have a messed up blinker switch. The way those
taillights work theres a white wire under dash on the column that white wire is for brake light.
So the way the brake lights work they go through a relay and through blinker switch. So you
could have a blown relay i would start there. Try replacing those, and if that doesnt work look
for broken wires under dash, and check all the fuses, replace blinker switch, and hazard switch.
If all that doesnt fix it then you must have broken wires or bad grounds. Our "Jimmy" has
developed a brake light issue in the last few days. All light bulbs are "working" when the lights
are turned ON. However, If we turn off the lights the rear brake lamps won't light up when brake
pedal is applied. You may need new circuit boards. If you pull the brake light out an it is burnt
that is why. Check the fuse before. They work fine until I turn on my headlights. I've moved the
ground around, replaced break switch, headlight switch, tail light circuit boards no luck. What
else could it be? I did notice when my blinker is on headlights turned off when I hit my break my

dash lights for my "heat and cool" flash with my blinker. Any suggestions would be great! White
wire off the brake switch and also with the cluster of wires front front to back is the brake wire
that turns on the brake lights i just figured it out on my 92 chevy k because i have the same
issue and i need a inspection sticker. Do your turn signals work? At the taillights how many
wires are on plug that goes into taillights? Do you have a trailer hitch installed? Seems like you
have some broken wires along the frame wing should go up driverside frame rail. You may also
have circuit boards on back of taillights and if so the circuit boards could be bad. Test wires at
tail see if your getting power to taillights. My turn signals in the front would dim when I turned
them on and the ones in the rear would turn onand not flash. But then I noticed when I hit the
brakes with the lights off my front sidemarkers would come on very dimly The previous owner
couldn't tell the difference between black ground and brown running light power and switched
them in the rear. So the frame was working as a power source So if you see a fresh butt splice
or recent wire remember "human error" can cause some crazy wiring issues. Its been driving
me nuts for over a month. Jim, I believe that when your truck is "on" your running lights are on.
Take off the lenses and see what your bulbs themselves are doing. Are alll the lihhts on? Do the
lights dim sleightly when you press the brakes? Do the brake lights light up dimly? Pretty much
everythread I've ever searched with this problem the issue has been a ground in one way or
another. Jim, common problem. If your third brake light works either way but the rear brake
lights stop working when the truck is on its a faulty ground wire to the stop lamp relay. Other
things use that ground when the key is on so its not strong enough then to activate the
armature within the relay. Location of the relay depends on the year of the truck but mine was in
the engine compartment on firewall by the master cylinder. You can trace the black wire from
the relay but it goes into the harness so its much easier to cut the wire, place an eyelit terminal
on it and attach it to the body with a self tapping screw. I have a 95 Chevy ext cab 4x4 my brake
lights and hazzards don't work I've replaced the brake switch, turn signal switch, ran a new
ground from the battery, and got new tail light circuit boards what is the problem. Show 4 more
comments. Ralph Beesley. Are the bulbs good or blown. Raul Zepeda. Cables were pulled too
tight. Once i combed back the cables the brake light started to work. Michael Brian. Hello fellas
and thank you for your forum. I came to this site when I had the same issue with no brake lights
after changing a booster. After many days probably a full week of taking it apart put it back
together I figured out the problem was the hole at the end of the shaft that slides onto the brake
pedal with the switch is therefore I drilled the hole of slightly larger and that fix my problem I
went to the auto parts store and look up the parts numbers and they are definitely different
numbers. Hello I have a 99burbk and I have no brake lights and have turn flash and put new
brake switch and check all fuses and that's good just no freaking brake lights and it's irritating
as heck and can some one Pease help me. Update it was a set of wires that comes off brake
light switch that previous owner installed trailer brake switch n tapped into brake light switch
wires n cut through them. Have you checked bulbs? I'v got everything working now from
replacing bulbs except reverse lights are still out. Joseph squatch. I had this same problem.
When I bought it from the first owner he told me someone tried to steal the car and hot wire it.
When they were in the process of doing so they broke the hazard light switch on the steering
wheel. I couldnt figure out why my light didn't work. After a lot of trial and error and research I
pulled a used switch from pick n pull and swapped it out. I'm a carpenter and not a mechanic
and some how figures it out on my own. Google and YouTube can be very helpful sometimes.
James Dean deanjf I found the white wire coming from the turn signal harness broke down at
the flat connector at the bottom of the steering column. I had the same break light problem.
Problem solved!! Fisherman Reel time. In my Chevy s10 truck my brake lights wont turn off I
just replaced the boo switch before I did that they didnt want to turn on but ya what should I do?
Chased no break lights but high mount was working along with all other lights worked fine
turned out to be bad conection on combination switch plug. Im ashamed to say it took 5 hrs and
im not a rookie i did unplugged and check previously but it was the conector retainer wasnt
alowing enough hold for proper connection. I have no brake lights, reverse lights or running
lights on my blazer. I did however fix the gas gauge. Sometimes it's stupid simple things you
wouldn't normally think of. Matthew Engle. I have a Chevy k I have no running lights in the rear
the brake light works and the turn signal works to but no running light what could be the
problem. Bryan McNally. Had no brake lights and hazards were not working. In trying to remove
the fuse panel to check on wiring connections on the back we discovered that the hazard
flasher makes the ticking noise when the hazards are on was broken and shorted out. We took
the flasher out and the brake lights work great. Put the flasher back in and the hazards came on
immediately but stayed on. The clear case around the flasher had broken and the copper was
resting on some other ground point. I think it shorted the circuitry inside. So, off to the store to
get a flasher. Randy Gallinger. I guess I'm luckier than mostâ€¦got more than one Chevyâ€¦.. I

have a c with brake light issuesâ€¦I tried the lights on another vehicle and they are fineâ€¦new
brake switchâ€¦fuses are fineâ€¦. I'm inexperienced an have been over everything. Got to the
point that I was on the brake switch an determining its functionality. If I push on the back side of
the switch an activate it manually with my hand the brake lights work. Somehow there isnt
enough slack between the pedal and the booster rod. If your familiar with how the switch works
you'll know the pedal pushes the button before it starts pushing the rod to the booster. So I'm
very confused, booster is correct everything is original except brake switch new. Earlier in the
thread someone mentioned this problem an there solution was to drill the hole on the push rod
larger to achieve the slop needed to activate the switch. What is really the problem? It's like if I
had a spring behind the switch on the pushrod it would work fine. Plz help 3 days on this issue
an countless articles an videos nothing????? Don Dowdy. I changed my brake light switch and
my brake lights don't work i can activate the brake light switch by pressing the little tab but its
all together it dont work all my other lights work its a chevy suburban. Joshua Stang. Posted:
January 3. I'm not quite done yet I didn't have any lights no I just got brake lights to fix yet. I got
then working under the dash when hit the pedal coming out of the switch I'm thinking it's
probably the relay it doesn't click when power is applied to it either that or it's in the column in
the single light switch, but anyway don't forget the ground underneath the dash right behind
where the OBD1 connector is that fixed most of my issues right there it didnt look bad a little bit
of blue between the dash in the connector could be seen when I took it apart but by looking I
would have thought it was a good connection. Fix Your Stuff. Back Answers Index. View the
answer I have this problem too Subscribed to new answers. Is this a good question? Yes No.
Voted Undo. Score The All-New. The high performance electronics repair kit. Chosen Solution.
Ed Helmrich Rep: 2 1 2. Was this answer helpful? Fixed it it was the wires under the sterring
wheel. True Blue Auto Rep: 2 1. Score 9. Sorry it's the white wire that should be hot out of the
brake switch when the brake is applied. Jayme Bisidas. Paul Reid Rep: 1 1. Score 7. Jessica
jessicasam Rep: 4 5 3. Have only tailights on chevy No turn or brake light Replaced circut
boards on both sides. Had no brake lights so I replaced the brake switch now they won't go off.
Woods Rep: 37 1. Score 3. Nikolai Rep: 37 2. I replaced my brake light switch but nothing
happened and all the bulbs and fuses are good. Same problem here. What did ya do to get em
workin? I had a very similar problem. Marcus scooterdoo Rep: 37 1. Chuck Launius Rep: 37 1.
Would your fix be the same on a 95 silverado brake light on cab works fine? Score 2. Score 1.
Any ideas??? Thank you. Score 0. Sounds a lot like a pinched harness. It was white wire was
disconnected and the brake switch was not adjusted right. Chopperhaulers Rep: 1. Check your
grounds? So I guess it could be whatever ground for the running lights could be shorting
something out? Possibly the circuitboards to the brakelights? Long story "short" Ralph Beesley
Rep: 1. Raul Zepeda Rep: 1. Michael Brian Rep: 1. Hello I have a 99burbk and I have no brake
lights and have turn flash and put new brake switch and check all fuses and that's good just no
freaking brake lights and it's irritating as heck and can some one Pease help me Thank you.
Joseph squatch Rep: 1. James Dean deanjf64 Rep: 1. Fisherman Reel time Rep: 1. Chased no
break lights but high mount was working along with all other lights worked fine turned out to be
bad conection on combination switch plug Im ashamed to say it took 5 hrs and im not a rookie i
did unplugged and check previously but it was the conector retainer wasnt alowing enough
hold for proper connection chevy suburban k kmiles Really i think its time to take her to a
gambler But shes never left me stranded other than 10boltssuck. Step on my brakes and my
radio comes on but brake light do not come on. Matthew Engle Rep: 1. Bryan McNally Rep: 1.
Randy Gallinger Rep: 1. Don Dowdy Rep: 1. Joshua Stang Rep: 1. Posted: January 3 Options
Permalink History. Add your answer russ will be eternally grateful. View Statistics:. It looks like
you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign
in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums
by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. Are you in the market for a new car and having a hard time
finding affordable options? July edited May in GMC. Something wrong happened with my truck.
Engine starts without a problem but right after I change a gear to D, 1 or 2 engine stops
suddenly. Thought it couls be transmission but I'm not an expert. Any ideas what would it be.
July I purchased a 8. I am now experiencing stalling problems when warmed up approx. Its
driving me nuts any help. Torque converter control solenoid. What happens is that the solenoid
continues to engage the torque converter clutch, so when you go from neutral to any drive or
reverse gear, it is just like having the clutch released on a manual transmission. This happen to
my truck. I have the same engine but mine is a It was the crank position sensor. Its behind the
engine on the driver side and a little about the bell housing. I guess this sensor is common to
go out for this engine. Hope that helps. August Hello my 96 gmc 5. September I have been
having this same problem for 4 years. It has been worse the last couple of weeks. My battery
light comes on but does not flicker. But lately it may take hours. I am having crank switch

replaced today but they really don't know if this is the cause. Did it work for you! October Did
you clean the throttle body and linkages? That may be your problem. December I have a
silverado 4x4 with a 5. It started shuttering when I was stopped and in gear ie red light
intermittently, when I put it into nuetral its stops. I changed the fuel filter, plugs and wires, I
checked for arcing. Still does it. Now this week it has stalled twice on me while driving. There
isnt a sevice engine light coming on and I used my buddies code reader Any suggestions? That
may be your problem if it is dirty and not been serviced. Some say it should be replaced and not
cleaned due to the electronics inside. I just cover the electronics and spray it with throttle body
cleaner. THe stalling in reverse could be caused by the movement of the engine in the opposite
direction due to the reverse torque combined with a loose ground cable on the engine. Hope
this helps. Does anyone know what the problem is when the truck stalls at idle, slow speeds or
turning. I have heard that new and old trucks have this problem. It doesn't do it all the time. You
didn't specify year, I assuming or newer. You might have a bad IAC valve. Its a 4 wire valve
bolted on to the throttle body. If its a mechanical problem with the spring or pintle in the valve, it
will not set a code for the IAC. If you decide to replace it. Your PCM will have to go through the
relearn. Another words, it may take up to 5 miles of driving or 15 minuts for the idle to stop
fluctuating. Good luck. My with the 8. Truck would die at idle, city driving or at 80 mph. Never
threw a service engine light or a code and would readily re start. Code indicated crank
positioning sensor. Had it replaced and so far so good. If yours behaves as mine did it could be
a while before you get a traceable code. January I own a GM Sierra 5. My truck intermittently
stalls while idiling, city speeds and at highway speeds. The idle stall has started in the colder
months I live in Canada. I can start the engine right away and it runs perfectly until the next time
it stalls. Immediately after the stall my transmission will shift hard going from second to third
gear. I have had this checked out by the dealer ship GM Goodwrench and it is a faulty Pressure
regulating valve PRV in the transmission that is faulting. However when I turn the engine off for
thirty seconds than start it, the hard shift disappeears but the code remains. The dealership has
replace the valve three times and have no idea what is causing the stall. The relevant service
history is as follows. April , Stalling ocurrred at highway speeds first time , diagnosis was faulty
PRV and repaired. Stalling contiuned intermittently after replacement. August , Brought truck
into dealership and they figured it was a weak fuel pump and was replaced, September stalling
of engine continued. Stalling continues and now more often when idling, warm or cold. During
idling the engine sputters and surges before it stalls. The dealer ship figures that the stalling
and the PRV are two seperate issues. The only code that comes up is the faulty PRV. My local
goodwrench service dealer has no idea what may be causing the problem and I am tired of
paying them not to fix the problem. Can you give me any ideas of what may be at fault. I realize
that there could be many components at fault but would like to know where to start
troubleshooting. Sorry for the long rant, more info better than none. First I would like to
commend you on the amount of information you have given about your vehicle. Some of these
post don't even include engine size. I have run into this before on a few customers vehicles.
Same issue, been to the dealer, numerous things replaced. On that vehicle it was a faulty
alternator. Yes, it was charging fine, but the AC voltage was leaking through the regulator and
confusing the PCM. Most technicians don't have the test equipment for this test. However, with
your problem I would suspect faulty grounds to the transmission and or PCM first. Add some
extra ground straps to the chassi, transmission ect. Next, if that doesn't work, disconnect your
battery. Wrap the end of the cable with tape to prevent a short. Unplug the plug on the back of
the alternator also. Reconnect the battery and run the engine and see if the problem goes away.
Of course the check engine light will come on about the alternator being disconnected. It won't
be charging so you cant run it more than minutes, but its only a test. If this fails, reconnect
everything. Borrow a scan tool from auto zone, and drive around with it plugged into your DLC
port. If the problem goes away now, there is a grounding problem with the PCM itself. If this is
the case, it is very difficult to trouble shoot. Let me know how it works out. It turns out it was a
faulty Crank Shaft Positioning Censer after changing both trucks ran like new, extra power,
better fuel mileage, etc.. February I have a 93 Silverado 5. My problem is that the engine wants
to surge at low rpm's. It idles fine and runs fine after you get it going. I have already replaced
the plugs, wires, distributor cap, ignition coil, rotor button, pcv valve, and fuel filter. Any help
would be greatly appreciated. I have a GMC Sierra 4. Truck is finally running fine. After all the
things I tried on it with no luck. I decided to try some gas treatment. I used seafoam in my gas
and still no luck. So I tried it in my oil and I probably drove it 2 miles and suddenly the problem
quit. I have not been able to recreate the problem since. Don't know if that fixed the problem but
it's gone and thats all I'm worried about. March WOW thanks a lot i had no idea what it could be.
I am a diesel mechanic so i am not so good with wires and censers crap. I have a sierra hd that
has been stalling out over the last 4 or 5 weeks. Hi diesel, Mine was the crank sensor. It went on

for about 3 years. No traceable codes. They still didn't know for sure from the code but it hasn't
stalled once since replacing the crank sensor. Sept07 to present. I have not heard about a recall.
Mine is a GMC hd with the engine. If you have any info on the recall please let me know. Thanks,
Stu. I have an 03 Silverado with the 6. When I apply full throttle from a standing start and my
speed increase passes kmh the truck acts like the fuel is shut off and dies. I usually have to sit
on the side of the road for a few minuets before the truck will restart. No codes come up and
Installed new fuel pump and filter. Does anyone have any suggestions. I have a gmc sierra 4wd
with 4. My truck stalls more frequently when turning at low rpms but will also stall sitting at a
stop. At a stop, the truck will surge before it stalls. I have been told it could be the fuel pump but
I am not sure. Any ideas? No trouble codes? Fuel pressure is a likely cause. Hook up a pressure
guage and see if the pressure drops below 55psi during the stall. Other likely causes are an
extreemly dirty throttle body, or a malfunctioning idle air control valve. Start with checking the
fuel pressure, Vortec's are very fuel pressure sensative. Injecters will not spray fuel unless
there is at least 55psi at the rail. I have a 93 chevy silverado and the other day was idling fine
then the truck just died. I had a little trouble turning it back on. Drove fine the rest of the day.
Next day drove it to work and on the corner turned off again. No warning lights come on but if
you leave it off for a couple of hours truck turns on again but turns off when you drive it. April I
have a sierra that I bought used.. After the work was done, I noticed a hesitation in the "power
band" almost like the engine was misfiring. It was very subtle and easy to miss. It happens no
other time. I also notice after the work was done the engine runs at a lower RPM while idling,
and sometimes when I am in reverse and begin to give the engine a shot of gas it almost stall
out. It did at least once. I thought at first the mechanic may have messed up the timing so I
brought it back. They even checked injection ports and cleaned them. The problem continued, I
took it to a transmission shop to see if it was a tranny problem, again no codes, the mechanic
took it for a drive and was convinced that there was NOT a problem with the transmission or it's
mechanical operation. The transmission was rebuilt about 76,KM ago, and has only been on
light duty. The transmission mechanic thought that it might be related to the ignition. Well, I
don't know when the plugs were changed last and the truck has remote start that is no longer
able to start the truck. The characteristic of the "hesitation" has not changed and continues to
happen at the exact place and time while driving it. I am at a loss as to what is happening. I
would rather not spend ton of money trying to find the problem. Since there are no codes it is
kinda hard to pinpoint. I appreciate any assistance I can get on this matter. A lot of miles on this
truck. Here is what to look for. I understand mechanics have checked this, but maybe they over
looked the obvious. Low idle than normal may be the key to this. Check fuel pressure, and
throttle body for carbon build up. IAC idle air control valve may be malfunctioning and not
setting a code pintal may be stuck in wrong position I have run into this after manifold has been
removed. Pintal spring may be coked with sludge, impeeding correct relearn proceedure.
Recommend cylinder balance test. Verify each cylinder is contributing on its power stroke. If
this vehicle was brought to me, this is where I would start. Keep in mind that my first rule to
repair is to fix the obvious first, it might be related. I would focus on the low idle issue first.
Even though timing has been checked, check it again by someone else. Timing cannot be
accurately checked or set if your idle is below specs. Timing and idle are related. Your emission
sticker under the hood will show the specs for timing at what idle rpm. Low idle retards timing,
while a higher than normal idle advances timing. I have 03 sierra that i bought new, for the last
year and a half it stalls when i come to a stop or turning. It runs fine when it is cold. After it
warms up the rpm's drop down to about and it has a miss. It's driving me crazy!! I put new plugs
and wires on it,checked the fuel pressure. It's fine. It does not have an IAC valve they only had
them up to 02,it has one big electrical unit in the side of the throttlebody and nothing else!!
Hmmm, sounds like its starving for fuel only when warmed up. Check the output voltage signal
from your upstream O2 sensors. They should be switching back and fourth between mili volts
within 1 second. If you don't know how to do this try a propane enritchment test. Take a
propane torch don't light it and give your engine some extra fuel propane when it is warm and
see if it smooths out. Just put the end of the torch into the air intake. If it runs worse, than your
problem is too much fuel. Look for vacum leaks, and exhuast leaks, these will fool your O2's
into sending a lean signal to the PCM wich inturn dumps extra fuel in there. Too much for the
engine to burn up. June I was having the problems that some were having on here with the
truck stalling at low rpm maneuvers. It wasn't the alt or battery, I put a new fuel filter on, still
nothing, finally i got some cleaners and cleaned out the MAF sensors and the TB, by the way
was loaded with carbon build up. I haven't have any luck with finding the IAC valve though, its
not bolted on the TB like most, unless it is attached, meaning riveted on the TB, however since
the cleaning it has ran fine, the test drive around the block was a success! If anyone knows
where and how to get to the IAC valve shoot me an email, i really would like to clean that as

well! It's been a great truck, but I can't duplicate this by wiggling the blinker arm. I have to put
truck in N, and usually restarts first try. I can feel the truck hesitate or bump while changing
lanes on the highway MPH if it doesn't stall completely. No codes being stored. Did you
experience this while using the blinkers? Or idle? I jump started it, never had problems with the
battery sense. Now it idles very low when I start it and when I come to a stop, sometimes it
stalls. I was told that it could be the iac valve, and then I was told that the models doesn't have
one. Any replies would Help Thanks. My truck has a 4. I have replace ign module, coil, cap plugs
,fuel filter.. I was told by tech from the dealership that some sensors do not read on obd2 with
out service engine light coming on. November I have the exact vehicle as you. I had the same
problems as you. I believe my friend, the problem has been solved. Try this simple, inexpensive
solution. Change fuel filter. Remove the MAF housing between the air box and the throttle body.
Complete the following steps when vehicle is cold. Completely douse hot-wires and hot-plate.
Be sure to spray all sides of the MAF sensor. At throttle body, completely douse the entire air
intake. With your finger, open the throttle body and use an old toothbrush to remove all residue
build-up. Reassemble the MAF housing. After assembly is complete, wait 5 minutes to allow
cleaner to dry. Start your truck. You might exerience an initial rough start. Reving the engine
will cure this quickly. RPM'S should hold Voltage should stay steady with no fluctuation. Truck
should purr like a kitten. Let me know if this works for you. Here is the strange part: if I unplug
the MAF sensor, it runs fine. If I plug it back in, goes right back to crap. So I thought i had found
my problem and replaced the MAF Sensor but to my surprise it did the same exact thing. It is
throwing a coolant temp sensor code so maybe that is the culprit. My question is if it is a bad
coolant temp sensor, why does it run fine when I unhook the MAF? I also tried unplugging the
coolant temp sensor but it still does the same thing if the MAF is plugged up. Hi, I am looking
for advice on my truck. I went out and cranked it for work this morning and it was a real hard
start. I let it warm up and when I went back out to leave I started having problems. Every time I
got on the gas good it just cuts out and makes that sound. I tried it again later and it didn't cut
out as much only when I really got on the gas hard it did, but first thing this morning it was
doing it when I barely gave it gas. Any help is appreciate. Did you ever find the cause? It sounds
to me your truck is stalling during turns. Check out my post 47 and follow the simple directions.
Let me know how this works for you. Sign In or Register to comment. Full-sized GM pickup
trucks are a staple of American culture. General Motors has been one of the most popular truck
manufacturers in the U. Chevrolet introduced its first purpose-built truck , the One-Ton, in , the
same year the company merged with GM. Mechanically and, for the most part, stylistically,
these trucks are identical, but they sell under two different brand names. The Silverado is more
of the standard model, while the Sierra offers more high-end interior options and has a boxier
trim. Because these two trucks are the same mechanically, they typically share the same
frequent problems. One of the most common GMC and Chevy truck problems owners
experience is excessive oil consumption. This problem led vehicle buyers to launch a
class-action lawsuit against GM , which alleged vehicles with Generation IV 5. Specifically, the
lawsuit claimed the active fuel management AFM system, piston rings and PVC system in these
vehicles were faulty and caused excessive oil consumption, as well as premature spark plug
degradation and engine malfunction. While the system accomplishes this, it also leads to oil
use problems. Some drivers have reported using as much as a quart of oil every 1, miles. To
help avoid problems, change your oil regularly. You might also consider carrying an extra quart
of oil in your truck. Most of the problems involved the speakers in the door. They typically quit
working one at a time over several months , but occasionally kick back on and then stop
working again after a short time. The problem may result from moisture that gets into the doors.
Most of the time, broken speakers mean a lack of convenient entertainment while driving, but
they could potentially cause safety issues, as they could prevent you from using OnStar if all of
them were to go. The way to fix this issue is to replace the speakers. If you want a quick fix, you
can buy a cheap set of speakers. If you go this route, you may run into the same problem at a
later point. Investing in a set of more durable speakers may keep the problem at bay for longer.
The 4WD case encoder motion position sensor and selector switch on these vehicles have been
known to fail, typically at around , miles. If this sensor or switch fails, the vehicle will display the
service 4WD message. This faulty 4WD issue is among the most common problems with the
Chevy Silverado, according to reports from owners. Over time, dirt, moisture and corrosion can
affect the contacts on the bolts used to attach the wires to the frame. If you have a Chevy
Silverado with 4-wheel drive problems, or a similar GMC or Chevy truck from another model
year, replacing the switch will solve the issue. To install it:. A considerable number of drivers
have said the battery on their Silverado or Sierra dies frequently. This could be caused by
problems with the battery or other issues that cause the vehicle to run the battery down. You
might also need to replace the alternator or body control module. Installing an extra battery in

the extra tray in your truck can help you to avoid dead battery problems. Many drivers have also
reported their heat and air conditioning system is delivering the wrong temperature or amount
of air. Often, this takes the form of the heater turning on unexpectedly or the system blowing
hot air when it should be blowing cold. The cause of this issue is a failure of air delivery or
temperature mode door actuators. Fault codes can help you make sure this is the cause of the
problem. This issue usually begins to occur after around , miles. If your HVAC system starts
blowing hot air in the middle of the summer, restarting your vehicle will often work as a
temporary fix. Replacing the actuators offers a permanent fix to the problem. Another common
issue with Silverados and Sierras is that the fuel level sensor stops working. After
approximately , miles , the fuel gauge may start misreading the fuel level or working
inconsistently. You might find it always reads empty even right after you fill up the gas tank. It
might also jump between full and empty. It may stop working entirely or alternate between
working and not. This problem has led some drivers to start keeping track of their mileage
manually to avoid running out of gas. Some drivers have also reported problems with other
instrumental panel gauges, especially the speedometer. The gauges may intermittently show
the wrong reading or not work at all. The issue most often occurs after around , miles. To fix
this problem, you may need to have the instrument panel replaced. Another issue with the
entertainment system in modern Silverados and Sierras is that the CD player is susceptible to
failure because of a problem with the radio unit. Drivers have reported that their CD players
have started making a whirring sound and then ejecting the disc whenever they try to put in a
CD and eventually not accepting CDs at all. This may happen even after turning off the ignition,
which could contribute to running the battery down. This tends to happen after around , miles
and usually requires you to send the radio unit in to a specialty repair shop. If your check
engine light comes on and you get a reduced power message, there may be a problem with your
throttle position sensor. Drivers have also reported that the anti-lock brake system pump may
continue running after turning off the ignition, causing the battery to die. This typically occurs
at around , miles on average and may be caused by the transistor in the ABS unit burning out.
The most common Chevy truck problems include brake issues and a knock in the steering
column. According to the recall, the friction linings on the parking brake may wear so severely
that the parking brake cannot keep a parked vehicle immobile, which could result in a crash. To
fix this flaw, Chevy and GMC dealers will install a low-force spring clip retainer for vehicles that
have a PBR parking brake system. For those with a TRW parking brake system, dealers will put
in a redesigned parking brake cable assembly. The recall number is 05V There are currently 15
active Chevrolet Silverado recalls, including this parking brake issue. Another common issue
with Silverados and Sierras is rusted-out brake lines, causing the brakes to fail. This problem
typically starts to occur after , miles. To fix this problem, you need to replace the rusted brake
lines. If one rusted out, the others may have as well. Some drivers have also reported other
corrosion-related problems on fluid lines, additional brake components, driveshafts,
underbodies and other areas. Rusted-out brake lines and other brake issues are also common
early Chevy Silverado problems. Many Chevy Silverado and GMC Sierra drivers have reported
hearing a knock or a clunking noise coming from the steering shaft. According to owners, this
noise is one of the most commonly reported Chevrolet Silverado problems. On these vehicles,
the steering shaft gets mounted to the truck body and the steering box attaches to the frame.
When the truck body flexes on the frame, the shaft moves slightly. The steering shaft has a
splined slip joint that has grease in the slip portion. Over time, the grease slowly moves to one
end of the joint. The slight movement of the shaft then causes the noise. This problem typically
starts to occur at around 60, miles , but could begin as early as 10, miles. There are two main
ways to fix the Sierra and Silverado steering shaft clunk. If you go this route, try re-greasing it
every time you change the oil. Fuel pump failure is one of the more frequently reported 5. You
may also find this issue on other Silverado and Sierra models from and Some drivers have
reported their fuel pumps have failed, causing the engine to stall and not restart. At first, you
may temporarily lose power and then get it back. If the problem goes untreated, the vehicle will
eventually stall out completely. Watch out for this problem after , miles. Replacing the fuel filter
every 30, miles can help prevent it by reducing the amount of strain put on the pump. Another
less common issue is transmission failure. After around 70, miles , you may find the
transmission feels jerky. You may also hear loud noises coming from the transmission. It may
eventually die completely. There have also been reports of the transmission going out
suddenly. The paint of Silverados and Sierras from this era may be more prone to flaking,
peeling and chipping than the paint on many other vehicles. These issues can start to become
relatively severe at around 90, miles. Drivers of Sierras and Silverados have reported problems
with their electric windows. The windows in these vehicles may stop working due to faulty
lifting mechanisms. At around 66, miles , you may find that your windows start to go out one by

one. Silverados and Sierras made between and are prone to a problem in which the secondary
air injection check valves become restricted, leading to reduced airflow and causing the check
engine light to come on. Fixing this problem requires you to replace the check valves. Even if
the fault code shows that the problem is only occurring with one bank of cylinders, you may
want to replace both to avoid having the other one go out on you as well. If you get a service
stability message in your Silverado or Sierra, it may be because of a failed steering wheel
position sensor. These errors may occur intermittently or more regularly, such as every time
you start your truck or turn the wheel. This issue could occur at any time, but the average
mileage at which it occurs is around 90, These include failed 4WD transfer case encoder motor
position sensors or selector switches, failed HVAC temperature or delivery mode door actuators
and failed fuel level sensors. C meant two-wheel drive, while K indicated four-wheel drive. The
windshield wipers on models made between and may stop working intermittently due to a
defective wiper motor control board. Auto manufacturers issued recalls for this problem on
some models. If you experience trouble with your windshield wipers, check with a dealer to see
if there is a recall on your vehicle. If you have a faulty wiper motor control board, your wipers
may, at times, stop working, fail to turn on or keep running after you turn them off. You might
also find your wipers only work on one speed setting. When the wipers are not working, you
should hear the motor control box buzzing. As a temporary fix to the problem, lightly tap on the
control box , and the blades should start working again. For a more permanent fix, replace the
wiper motor control board. The intake manifold gaskets in GM pickup trucks also often develop
external engine oil or coolant leaks. These vehicles may also develop internal coolant leaks that
cause coolant to mix with the engine oil, which can damage the engine. This problem most
often occurs at around , miles. Another common problem with these vehicles is that the front
wheel speed sensors, or anti-lock brake system ABS sensors, may fail. Many users report the
ABS activates on dry roads at slow speeds. Many drivers of Chevy and GMC pickups made after
have reported their truck will suddenly lurch to the side, especially while making long, sweeping
turns. If you feel the steering jerking while turning, the cause is most likely a bad steering assist
sensor. Specifically, the culprit is the electronic variable orifice EVO sensor, which is on the
steering shaft and determines how much power steering assist to provide. When this sensor
goes bad, it may change the amount of power steering assist unevenly, causing the truck to
veer to the side. Replacing the sensor should fix this problem. The sensor is a skinny black
doughnut shape and about three inches in diameter. To remove the old sensor, remove the nut
and bolt at the bottom of the steering shaft in the truck. The EVO is on the steering column,
attached with three clips. Unplug the sensor and carefully lift the clips to remove it. Then slide
the EVO off and install the new one. This issue is less common than some of the others on this
list, but numerous drivers of GM trucks made from to have reported their door locks stop
working after around , miles. This issue may affect the door locking, unlocking or both. A failed
door actuator is the usual culprit. Another common problem is that the door handles on these
older pickups often break. This issue affects both the indoor and outdoor door handles and
most often happens after around , miles. The door may not open or unlock, or the handle itself
may physically break. This causes the truck to waste fuel, and some drivers have also said that
their engine shuts off when their vehicle is idling. The cause of this issue is most likely that the
throttle body gasket has developed a vacuum leak. On average, this problem occurs at about ,
miles. The problem is often caused by worn bearings but could also be the result of another
fault. You may be able to fix this problem by replacing the axle bearings if you catch it early, but
you often have to do a full rebuild of the affected differential. In older Sierras and Silverados, the
alternator may eventually fail, causing the battery to die and, possibly, an abnormal noise to
occur. This may or may not cause a dash warning light to come on. This problem occurs on
average at around , miles. You may hear a squealing noise coming from the distributor, and the
issue may cause the engine to run roughly or stall. The check engine light may or may not come
on. Start watching out for internal distributor fault issues at around , miles. Throughout their
history, full-sized pickups from Chevrolet and GMC shared many characteristics. Most
Chevrolet models had a nearly identical model that sold under a different name from the GMC
brand. Chevrolet typically marketed toward individuals, while GMC marketed toward companies
that managed fleets. These trucks were the first to feature the square body design with its
rounded exterior, which improved its aerodynamic performance. They were also the first dual
rear-wheel truck to have a crew cab option with seating for up to six people. These trucks also
offered improved padded interiors and were the first to feature curved glass. Chevy introduced
the Silverado luxury trim package in Many consider the C30 One-Ton Dually to be the first
modern pickup. These trucks, also called the Glamour Pickups, started to focus more on
comfort and convenience, rather than just utility. They were still practical, powerful trucks,
however, and offered a wide range of engine options. These trucks had the first wraparound

windshields, an egg-crate grille, hidden running boards and updated headlights. The interior
also got some updates, making the trucks more comfortable. Chevy also introduced its
overhead valve V8 engine in , a cubic inch engine with lb. In , Chevrolet introduced its Advance
Design pickups, which featured a striking new look as compared to older models. These trucks
featured a five-bar horizontal grille and a rounded profile, as well as a longer and wider cab that
could comfortably fit three people. It also had some new interior features, including an in-dash
radio and a fresh-air heater and defroster system. The Advance Design series included three
different truck sizes â€” a half-ton, three-quarter ton and one-ton models. The Series, the
half-ton model, had a 3. The three-quarter ton model was the , and the one-ton model was the In
, Chevy released updated Advanced Design trucks, which had a new grille, windshield, steering
wheel, instrument panel and parking lights, as well as a more powerful engine. As the United
States began recovering from the Great Depression, GM started to focus more on the design of
their trucks. Toward the end of the s, the company introduced newly designed trucks with more
powerful engines. Armed Forces. In , Chevrolet introduced the AK Series , which featured
tougher, more versatile models. It included nine wheelbases, five axle ratios, three
transmissions and two engines. Raybuck Auto Body Parts is your trusted source for Chevy and
GMC truck body panels and other parts, including fuel tanks , interior parts and more. Choosing
automotive aftermarket parts over original equipment manufacturer parts can save you a lot of
money without a sacrifice in quality. Our rust repair panels feature high-gauge steel, and we
offer parts for models as far back as They also have overlapping metal to connect to the
existing structure to prevent rust from spreading to the repaired area. Want more information?
Contact us today with any questions you may have. If i am at a ide ut seems like ut loads up if i
go to take off ifeels like uts out of gas if i pump it i get it to start moving i can not step on it or it
ferls like it boggs out please some one help it pulls evap codes. I have a gmc sierra 4wd ext cab
5. I hVe jumped the fuel pump relay and had the pump running while I cranked motor and it
started as usual but died instantly again. Any ideas. And how can I fix. At , miles the hydroboost
went out and I lost brakes and steering, then the Turbo charger died. I have a chevy silverado 5.
Anyway all 4 cylinders are not working on the left side but the truck runs and i can get it up to
rpms what could be causing this please help. I have a 94 C extended cab with K miles. I have an
unusual clanging sound from both front wheel but the left seems to be worse that the right. Has
anyone experienced similar problems? I have a GMC Sierra sle ,with , miles. Ihave a late 06 z71
that i have teplaced the pedal and the throttle body and im stiil gettig a reduced piwer light and
loss of pedal any onput would be greatly appreciated. I have a 95 k ext cab z My truck has k
miles on the original motor. The only problem is had with it is the trans cooling system. Which
in tern has made me replace the tyranny 2 times in the 9 years iv owned it. Other than that they
are great trucks. Your email address will not be published. Due to shipper and supplier delays,
your order may take longer to arrive. Thanks for your patience. Search Articles:. Excessive Oil
Consumption One of the most common GMC and Chevy truck problems owners experience is
excessive oil consumption. To install it: Remove the bolts and clean the bolt threads and the
ends of the wire attachments and clean down to the frame using a wire brush. Reattach the
wires to the frame. Unplug the two plugins from the switch and plug in the new ones Push the
switch into the slot Push the trim back into place. Frequent Battery Rundown A considerable
number of drivers have said the battery on their Silverado or Sierra dies frequently. Failure of
Heating and Air Conditioning Temperature or Delivery Mode Door Actuators Many drivers have
also reported their heat and air conditioning system is delivering the wrong temperature or
amount of air. Erratic Speedometer and Other Instrument Panel Gauges Some drivers have also
reported problems with other instrumental panel gauges, especially the speedometer. CD Player
Failure Another issue with the entertainment system in modern Silverados and Sierras is that
the CD player is susceptible to failure because of a problem with the radio unit. Throttle Position
Sensor Problems If your check engine light comes on and you get a reduced power message,
there may be a problem with your throttle position sensor. Continuous Running of Anti-Lock
Brake System Pump Drivers have also reported that the anti-lock brake system pump may
continue running after turning off the ignition, causing the battery to die. Rusted-Out Brake
Lines Another common issue with Silverados and Sierras is rusted-out brake lines, causing the
brakes to fail. Fuel Pump Failure Fuel pump failure is one of the more frequently reported 5.
Transmission Failure Another less common issue is transmission failure. Flaking and Peeling
Paint The paint of Silverados and Sierras from this era may be more prone to flaking, peeling
and chipping than the paint on many other vehicles. Electric Window Failure Drivers of Sierras
and Silverados have reported problems with their electric windows. Some drivers have said that
they have had to replace motors multiple times. Restricted Secondary Air Injection Valves
Silverados and Sierras made between and are prone to a problem in which the secondary air
injection check valves become restricted, leading to reduced airflow and causing the check

engine light to come on. Failed Steering Wheel Position Sensor If you get a service stability
message in your Silverado or Sierra, it may be because of a failed steering wheel position
sensor. Windshield Wiper Motor Component Failure The windshield wipers on models made
between and may stop working intermittently due to a defective wiper motor control board.
Front Wheel Speed Sensor Failure Another common problem with these vehicles is that the
front wheel speed sensors, or anti-lock brake system ABS sensors, may fail. Steerin
2003 ford explorer power windows not working
2013 chevy tahoe
75 corolla ignition wiring diagram
g Assist Sensor Failure Many drivers of Chevy and GMC pickups made after have reported their
truck will suddenly lurch to the side, especially while making long, sweeping turns. Power Door
Lock Actuators Failure This issue is less common than some of the others on this list, but
numerous drivers of GM trucks made from to have reported their door locks stop working after
around , miles. Broken Door Handles Another common problem is that the door handles on
these older pickups often break. Idling Problems 90s Silverados and Sierras may suffer from
idling problems including a higher-than-normal engine idle. Alternator Failure In older Sierras
and Silverados, the alternator may eventually fail, causing the battery to die and, possibly, an
abnormal noise to occur. Will a 98 Silverado Extended cab bed fit on a 06 Silverado extended
cab frame? I have a chevy truck when I put in gear it ,s like all the wheels are not turning. Leave
a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.

